Most educated peopleand certainly, I think, most medical menfeel an almost instinctive repugnance for the superstitions of astrology; and this perhaps explains why so few medical historians seem to have dealt with the subject, in the English language at any rate. Yet it may be argued that historians ought to pay more attention than they have done to scientific hypotheses which proved to be failures. The trouble with the history of science, and of scientific medicine, is that it has too often been presented as one long success story; whereas, in fact, a striking feature of the history of science (particularly where science overlaps with medical and social matters) has been the tenacious persistence of supposedly scientific ideas long after they ought to have been abandoned. I think the historical study of scientific failures is important, not only because it is likely to give us a keener insight into the nature of the scientific process, but also because it may lead us to examine more closely the soundness of some of our own pet ideas.
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The basic idea ofastrology was, and still is, that a man's fate is determined by the position of the stars at the moment ofhis birth. The idea is essentially an expression of the more general belief that it is a person's constitution, at least as much as what happens to him during his life, which determines what he will achieve and the troubles to which he will be prone. This is a belief which most of us still hold, though nowadays of course we antedate the astrologers by nine months and say our faults lie in our genes rather than our stars.
The basic idea of astrological medicine, which followed more or less logically, was that the probable course of any disease could be predicted from a knowledge of the position of the stars at the moment of onset of the disease. Hippocrates specifically dissociated himself from astrology, yet most ofhis beliefs about the influence of the seasons on disease later became incorporated into astrological medicine; though whether this was due to the prestige of his teachings, or to the fact that his ideas and those ofastrology originally had a good deal in common, we do not know. But astrology probably did not become a formal part of medical teaching until many centuries after Hippocrates. Although the casting of horoscopes was a well established practice in the Roman world; and although Galen, in the second century AD, tells us that the well-to-do in Rome only used astrology for fortune tellinga remark which perhaps suggests that the less well-todo, not able to afford a physician's fee, might consult an astrologist when they were sick; and although we know that, by the early fourth century, frankly astrological beliefs were appearing in medical texts; yet throughout all this period the practice of astrology was fiercely condemned by the Roman magistrates and by the early church, and we may fairly presume that any practice which incurs the severe censure ofboth church and state is unlikely to form a regular part of orthodox medicine.
Spread of Medical Astrology
Gradually, however, over the centuries, the church and astrology came to terms, so that by the sixth century an archbishop (Isidore of Seville) was actually advising physicians to study astrology. And when Arabic learning began to filter through to Europe at the end of the Dark Ages, astrological medicine finally came into its own. From that time, and for the next six hundred years, astrology was a subject of central interest to men of learning; and indeed its prestige increased still further after the fifteenth century, possibly because the spread of printing made astrological texts and sidereal tables more readily available and the spread of clocks allowed astrologers to fix more accurately the position of the stars at a given hour. As Sir George Clark says in his 'History of the Royal College of Physicians' (1964) , astrology was a high specialism in the sixteenth century and astrologers held a position in society comparable with that of physicians.
Medical astrology was based on the idea that any question could be resolved by a consideration ofthe state of the planets at the time, though additional information was usually obtained by a visual examination of a specimen of the patient's urine. This idea persisted unchanged, though there were degrees to which a physician might use astrology in his practice. Thus almost all physicians in the sixteenth century accepted that the different signs of the Zodiac ruled over different parts of the human body and that a knowledge of this was necessary to determine the most propitious time to administer medicine, let blood or operate. Those more committed might cast a figure for the decumbitureequivalent to a horoscope but based on the moment when the patient fell illand from this and the uroscopy, and without seeing the patient (but knowing the case history from the messenger who brought the urine specimen) would then feel competent to give the diagnosis, the prognosis, and an appropriate prescription.
Tools of the Astrological Physician
The techniques and the theory which the astrological physician had at his disposal have been interestingly described by Charles Mercier in his Fitzpatrick Lectures to the Royal College ofPhysicians in 1914. The three main factors to be taken into account in casting a horoscope or a decumbiture were: the twelve signs of the Zodiac (which moved round the ecliptic in a yearly cycle); the seven planets (which were the five visible planets together with the sun and moon); and the twelve Houses of Heaven (which divided an east-west vertical circle into twelve equal parts. The House immediately below the horizon to the east was the House ofascendancy or, simply, the ascendant, and planets exerted their most powerful influence when they were in the ascendant). Each sign of the Zodiac, each planet and each House of Heaven, had its special influence or power over the parts of the body, over the four Hippocratic humours, over the hours and days of the week, and over particular plants and metals.
The actual influences attributed to any sign or plaet seem to have been determined mainly by analogical reasoning which, in the absence of more exact knowvledge, was the best guess available. Thus Sagittarius (usually represented as a centaur) had power over the thighs; and persons born under Sagittarius were especially fond of horse riding and of horsps, and were constitutionally 'as strong as a horse'; by nature they were warm and sociable except where Saturn dominated, when the disposition would be more withdrawn. The planet Saturn, being ofa dry and cold complexion, understandably presided over the black bile, the bones, teeth and cartilages; though it is less understandable perhaps why it also presided over the bladder, the right ear, and the memory. And ifever there had been rational grounds for attributing particular aptitudes or temperaments to persons born when the sun was in a particular constellation, these grounds had long been eroded by the precession of the equinoxes.
But ifwe are tempted to smile at all this as a hotchpotch of fantastic nonsense, we should remember that the wisest and soberest men ofthe time accepted it; and we should remember too the astonished incredulity with which psychiatrists ofthe Kraepelinian tradition received the assertions of Freud in 1918 that, for example, a married man's neurotic illness was directly caused by the buried memory of his having witnessed from his cot, at the age of eighteen months, coitus a tergo, three times repeated, by his parents during an afternoon siestaan explanation which now of course we accept as being perfectly reasonable (see Freud 1933) .
What Did the Astrologer Do? Given these tools and the method of using them, what did the ordinary astrologer do? A collection of seventeenth century astrologers' case books has been preserved, thanks to the assiduity and foresight of Elias Ashmole, the Oxford astrologer whose assiduity in other directions led to the establishment of the Ashmolean Museum there. From these records we derive a picture ofthe matters dealt with by a workaday astrologer in the time of the Stuarts and the Protectorate.
A successful astrologer might deal with as many as a thousand cases a year. For each he would cast a horoscope, ponder over it and then announce his opinion, the process taking perhaps a quarter of an hour. Clients sought advice on every kind of problem. Some wanted to know how to recover lost or stolen property. Some were concerned with business problems, as when Grinling Gibbons sought astrological advice on whether an overseas venture he had in mind was likely to succeed. Some wanted to know their professional prospects, as when the young Dr Thomas Wharton enquired of Ashmole whether he would ever be elected a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. But the com. monest reason for consultation was for advice on a personal problem which required a decision. Students asked what subjects they ought to read at the University or what career they should choose; and the astrologer, who held that aptitudes were determined at the moment of birth, felt well able to Section of the History of Medicine answer this. Girls wanted to know whether a boy friend would propose marriage, whether to accept him if he did, or which of two suitors was to be preferred. A widow would want to know if she should remarry, and a husband would ask whether his wife was faithful and whether her children were his own.
Nowadays of course people are more likely to present -at least in so far as they consult psychiatristswith psychological symptoms such as depression and anxiety. But it may be doubted whether, apart from the cultural setting, there has been much change in the kind ofpersonal problems for which people seek the comfort ofdiscussion and advice. Moreover, to quote Keith Thomas (1971) , 'The attraction of having one's horoscope cast was not unlike that ofundergoing psychoanalysis today. The reward would be a penetrating analysis of the individual's innermost attributes, the qualities which he should develop, and the limitations against which he should be on his guard'. And like the psychotherapist oftoday, the astrologer set out, not to tell people what to do, but to help them make up their own minds.
Decline ofAstrology Astrology has always had its critics. Medical scepticism began to grow during the sixteenth century and by the times of James I the Royal College of Physicians was censuring the practice of uroscopy. Uroscopy could be brought into disrepute every time a joker substituted horse's urine for the patient's specimen, just as the medical astrologer could be fooled by a false birth date; though such deception is not unknown today (for example the recent report ofa group ofpeople in the United States who presented themselves at various psychiatric clinics claiming to have auditory hallucinations (Rosenhan 1973)). Although in 1616 a President of the Royal College of Physicians could still be an astrologer and publish astrological almanacks, learned physicians as a whole were by then beginning to abandon the use of astrology. By the mid-seventeenth century (1659) the astrologer John Gadbury was complaining that the young graduates at Oxford and Cambridge 'bawled aloud' in the schools that astrology was 'not a science'; and by the end ofit, astrology had largely lost its hold on educated opinion.
But it didn't let go without a struggle. Although the practice of astrology was increasingly seen to be absurd, many believed that this was only because most of its practitioners were incompetent or fraudulent. There might still be a core of truth in it. Francis Bacon, Christopher Wren, and Sir Thomas Browne all believed that underneath the quackery there was 'a true astrology to be found by the enquiring philosopher', and as late as the 1660s John Locke still thought medicinal herbs should be picked only at astrologically propitious times.
Yet it must always have been obvious to any sceptic that the predictions ofastrologers were often flatly wrong and, where they were not, this was because they were couched in terms vague or oracular enough to accommodate any eventuality. Why then, we may ask, was both the theory and practice ofastrology accepted for so long by learned persons?
Why Astrology Persisted The principal reason no doubt lay in the fact that astrology provided a coherent and comprehensive system of thought. Astrology comfortingly assured people that the sublunary world with all its apparent fortuity was really controlled by the eternal, precise and predictable rhythms ofits celestial counterpart. It explained why human beings differed from one another. There was the uncomfortable fact of coursea fact which had been made much of by Cicero and St Augustine (Wedel 1920) -that astrology could not explain why the health or fortunes of twins born in the same hour should be different; but medicine today still has no satisfactory explanation for the fact that identical twins may be discordant, say, for schizophrenia.
From the practical point ofview, astrologers laid no claim to certainty. The stars inclined but did not compel; and the astrologer merely pointed to the influences at work and so to the probable course of events, a course which a forewarned client might be able to forestall or which might be set at nought by divine intervention. Again, astrologers could claimdid claim, and it was a claim not easily refutedthat their advice and prognostications were no worse than those of the lawyers or the sceptical doctors. Moreover they were ready to accept that, like the doctors, they might make mistakes. The famous mathematician, physician and astrologer, Jerome Cardan (who cured a Scottish Archbishop of asthma, invented the universal joint, and discovered the general solution to cubic equations) predicted a life of at least 57 years for the young Edward VI ofEngland. When Edward died at the age of 15, Cardan explained that in casting the horoscope he had taken a chance on using a short method, as the true method would have involved him in some hundreds of hours of calculations. Even Galileo, no believer in astrology, cast a horoscope ofthe Grand Duke ofTuscany, forwhom he predicted a long life but who in fact died a few weeks later (MacNeice 1964) . Forecasting the date ofdeath was a trap that astrologers became wary of, unless indeed it was one's own death. Both John Caius and Robert Burton are said to have forecast the exact date of their deaths, Burton even being suspected of suicide to fulfil his prediction. Dean Swift satirically predicted the day and hour ofdeath of the astrologer Partridge and then published a circumstantial account of this astrologer's death and his deathbed confessions of imposture; adding that ifPartridge attempted to deny his demise (he did deny it) this merely showed that astrologers were prepared to carry their fraudulence beyond the grave.
Honest astrologers (and there were plenty of them) realized that the tenets of astrology needed verification and refinement. 'The way to go forward in this excellent art' wrote one ofthem in 1661, 'is to look back and compare the accidents of men and states with the influences ofheaven, and this will not only try the truth of the old principles but add new ones, such (it is very likely) as the sons of the art do not yet dream of'. In other words, he recommended a controlled trial. Such a trial was indeed undertaken by John Goad. Goad, who was headmaster of the Merchant Taylors' School in the 1680s, kept a thirty-year record of observations on the influence of the planets on weather and epidemics, in the course ofwhich he noticed (and he was probably the first ever to do so) the seasonal variation in suicide rates. He explained this in terms of the conjunction ofSaturn and Jupiter, but although we now relate it to other factors, such as changes in daylight, we still have no satisfactory causal explanation. Goad's discovery is an example ofhow the proper study ofa wrong idea may lead to useful results. Because Copernicus was an astrologer, his suggestion that the tides were under the influence of the moon was scoffed at by Galileo; Galileo himself believed that the tides were caused by the movement of the earth round the sun, a belief which was shown to be untenable even in his own day and for which he was rightly censured by the Inquisition. Why Astrology Fell Whatever its shortcomings, and we can now see these much more clearly than we can hope to see the probable shortcomings of our contemporary systems of thought, the theory of astrology filled a powerful intellectual need and its practice an equally powerful emotional one. Why then, having lasted for three thousand years, did it finally fall from grace?
The trouble with astrological theory was that it explained too much; and when, in the spirit of the Renaissance, people set out to try and verify its assertions, they found themselves faced with an impossible task. The cycle ofSaturn is 29 years and it would thus have taken more than a lifetime to verify that the kinds ofevents associated with a particular position of Saturn in one cycle were repeated in the succeeding cycles; and it would have been correspondingly harder to test the more dramatic effects ofthe great conjunction ofSaturn and Jupiter which occurs only once every eight hundred years. However, the fact that a theory is hard to verify does not necessarily mean it is wrong -Darwin's theory of evolution was hard to verify-and so long as a theory is untested or can slide out of awkward corners, its credibility can be maintained by its being useful in practice.
The trouble with astrological practice was that ifit were to be applied properly it was both difficult and time-consuming. Earnest astrologers believed that if their predictions proved wrong this was because their horoscopes had not been detailed or accurate enoughjust as, in our own times, a'psychoanalyst may feel that his patient would have been cured if only the analysis had been deeper or lasted longer. But ordinary practitioners, who had their bread to earn, inevitably resorted to shortcuts. Instead ofthe hundreds ofhours ofcalculations which Cardan had said were really necessary, the average astrologer took only fifteen minutes. This ofcourse meant that his predictions were based less on the real configuration ofthe stars than on his rough estimate; in other words, an objective skill was replaced by a subjective judgment.
The medical astrologer was reduced to ignoring the effects of the minor planets and basing his prognosis and proper time for medication merely on the phases ofthe moon. No doubt the conscientious practitioner felt some disappointment that lack of time prevented him from properly applying to every case the complexities of the astrological artjust as today, perhaps, the conscientious psychotherapist regrets that not all his patients can receive the benefit of a full psychoanalysis. But doctors are practical people and realize they must cut their coat according to their cloth.
The most plausible explanation for the fall of astrology is that its serious exponents came to despair ofbeing able to prove its truth or to improve its predictive power. They tried, but the more they tried the more they got bogged down. As Keith Thomas has put it, 'The more subtle the astrologer's terminology, the greater the number of factors he took into account, the more certainly did the prospect of objective pronouncement elude his grasp. His efforts to sharpen his conceptual tools only meant he came nearer to reproducing on paper the chaotic diversity which he saw in the world around him'. On the other hand, medical astrologers could see that the new method of experimental science was achieving remarkable successes: its discoveriesthe moons ofJupiter, the circulation of the bloodcould be confirmed by any savant from his own observation and their acceptance depended not on authority but only, in Harvey's phrase, on the candour of cultivated minds. Medical men, we *may presume, were ready to jump on the same bandwaggon, to throw over the stale system of astrology that had seemingly led to a dead end and to hope that the new method of experiment would lead them to the answers.
Hopes Deferred
We can see what happened. The new scientific Section of the History ofMedicine method of Bacon and the Royal Society has proved an unqualified success in the material world, and has also, though more slowly, proved successful in the physical aspects of medicine. But as regards human behaviour and that branch of medicine which deals with the disorders of human behaviour, its success has been much more modest; and the history of psychiatry over the past three hundred years may be seen as the repetition of scientific hopes deferred.
The first hope sprang from the investigations of Thomas Willis into the human nervous system and his belief that the cause of many human ailments would be traced to a disturbance of the nervous system. This belief was probably the main reason why the disorders formerly called hysteria, hypochondria and the spleen came in the late seventeenth century to be subsumed under the general name of 'nervous disorders', for the symptoms of these disorders were then explained in terms of changes in the pressure or turbulence of the animal spirits coursing along supposed channels in the nerves. But when it became all too evident, during the eighteenth century, that this theory had no experimental support and led to no useful increase in practical knowledge -Stensen described it as 'mere words meaning nothing'the hope of a scientific explanation faded and the terms 'nerves' and 'nervous disorder' lost their reference to the anatomical nervous system and took on the mental connotation which they still retain.
Later attempts to find a material, scientific basis for mental states and qualities are successively represented by such theories as Mesmer's animal magnetism, Lavater's physiognomy and Gall's phrenology. As each attempt failed to meet the harsh tests of experimental science, the people who wanted an explanation of human nature, and the physicians concerned with the management of its disorders, were once again left without any credible theory. It was this three-hundred-yearold intellectual vacuum which psychoanalysis suddenly seemed to fill, as it were with fresh air; and the eternal hunger of the. human mind for systematic explanation was illustrated by the almost indecent haste with which both psychiatrists and their patients rushed to embrace the new doctrine.
Psychoanalysis and Evolution I should like to conclude by drawing a parallel between astronomy and astrology on the one hand and between the theory of evolution and the theory of psychoanalysis on the other. Astrology took its prestige from the undoubted and continuing practical successes of astronomy; and it not unreasonably sought to apply to human affairs a practice and method which proved so successful in material affairsagriculture and travel, for exam-ple. In so far as it failed to do this, it failed because, as we now know, human nature has proved to be far more complex than those aspects of the material world which have been amenable to the scientific method of astronomy. The science of astronomy was based on careful observation and exact calculation; and astrology endeavoured to be the same. But the theory of evolution was, or at first seemed to be, a different kind of science; it was not like the science of Francis Bacon and the Royal Society, for it did not appear to depend on the support of experiment or on accurate measurement. Yet its rapid success was evident and it must therefore have seemed reasonable to believe that similar ideas, also not dependent for their validity on experiment or measurement, might provide an equally satisfactory explanation of the mental evolution of the individual mind. At least, it might well have seemed so to Freud, who had accepted Hughlings Jackson's ideas on the evolution and dissolution of the nervous system, and who was even less numerate than Darwin.
But now, after eighty years or so, it seems to me fair comment to say that the theory of psychoanalysis has not received those accretions of supporting facts, and those useful extensions of its ideas to new fields of enquiry, which the theory of evolution clearly did receive; and which in all probability are the necessary marks of a sound scientific theory. Perhaps eighty years is too short a time to expect confirmation of ideas in a field where progress has proved so difficult; that must be a matter of opinion. But in the absence of new facts, it seems likely that the ideas of psychoanalysis, at least in their application to the practice of medicine, will suffer the same fate as the ideas of astrology, and for the same reason: that each stemmed from a type of theory which was eminently successful in its own sphere but which was not yet adaptable to explaining the complexities of the human mind.
Of course, that would not be. to say that psychoanalysis has yet outlived its useful role in medicine; nor to deny that psychoanalytic ideas have made important contributions to psychiatry and perhaps to medicine as a whole, rather in the same way that the phrenology of Gall stimulated interest in the localization of cerebral function. And even if the medical applications of psychoanalysis, like those of astrology, prove in the end unsatisfying to the majority of practitioners, and psychoanalysis comes to take its place among the superstitions of the past, it should still be seen (as astrology should still be seen) as a bold and brave attempt at an explanation of things otherwise beyond our ken, an explanation which has provided generations of medical men with a rational basis for treatment, and all the attendant comfort which that can bring to their patients.
